Papers using OpenNLP

OpenNLP has been used as a component in the implementations of hundreds of academic papers over the past decade. Search for OpenNLP on Google Scholar and the ACL Anthology to find more.

The list below is not complete, if you know a paper which is missing please add it.

2013

- CoGrOO: the Brazilian Portuguese Grammar Checker

2012

- TrTok: A Fast and Trainable Tokenizer for Natural Languages
- User-driven Relational Models for Entity-Relation Search and Extraction
- Extending Sparse Classification Knowledge via NLPAnalysis of Classification Descriptions
- Reconhecimento de entidades mencionadas em português utilizando aprendizado de máquina

2011

- Medical entity recognition: a comparison of semantic and statistical methods

2008

- The Italica system at TAC 2008 opinion summarization task

2007

- A high accuracy method for semi-supervised information extraction

2006

- Automatically adapting an NLP core engine to the biology domain